The CODE of the Pyramid & Our Cosmic Maturity, 2012 to Nov 2019 & Beyond...
Embed herein this writing I share a voice recording explaining my understanding of the
Code of the Mayan Time Pyramid. (See link at bottom of writing)
Our Cosmic Maturity is bringing great CHANGE, it's because of Creations shift and the
"Acceleration of TIME". The shift of evolution is real, Creation is spinning our LIGHT
faster and faster, if we dont look within we will spiral out of control. The maturity of the
Cosmic Evolution of TIME is pulling the mind to live centered in truth, you have the
courage and strength to converge your mind with the frequency of the HEART, this is
the ANTIDOTE. The Mayan calendar may give the only plausible explanation about the
"Acceleration of TIME" and the great CHANGE unfolding, the precipice and activation of
which was on 28 Oct 2011. I have learned deeply from internalizing the work of Dr.
Calleman - www.calleman.com and the ancient indigenous teachings of the First Nations
people of Earth, the San, Native American, Mayan, Aborigine etc. Also I am in gratitude
to the video presentation that initiated my understandings in 2007, by Ian X Lungold
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5eYncE4khQ
Today as I write it is 13 November 2019, it's 13-Tijax/Flint, completes to ascend to the
next stage of growth, Tijax cuts to the truth, we complete 13 days of
Keme/Death/Transformation, it's a time to tie all loose ends. Three days ago on 10 Nov,
the 18 days of the 89th Light phase of the Ninth Wave began, bringing new heightened
awareness to transcend our mind by. from 14 Nov we move into 1-Cauac/Rainstorm, 13
days of strong energy, enthusiam, count your lessons as blessings, ego is washed away,
fertility brings new growth, stay centered within.
This writing is a summary on understanding the SHIFTS to a Cosmic Reality since 2012
and I explain the code of this, that I have come to understand, on an audio recording,
this is an almost lost ancient understanding for the mind of our modern world and it is
also according to the 9 Level calendar of the spirit of the lands of the Maya and other
first people of Central America. Creations Evolution allows life to adapt or die but in the
process, to safe guard ITSELF, it supports that which is willing to change for the good of
the whole, and that which is humble and lives in surrender to the truth of Creations
natural flow. ADAPT OR DIE, in other words, we must adapt to the maturity of the new
arriving CREATIVITY and what this is bringing on Earth or if we resist our life will be
challenged and not flow easily. Especially since 2012, to adapt we must look "within"
and be humble and surrender to the truth, the truth of the flow of what Creation
naturally and with ease is evolving by, which is to return to a state of ONENESS on the
highest Cosmic level of awareness, to understand and be aware that what we are doing
to Earth we are doing to ourselves. All the manipulation of the Organic Seed is
backfiring, and the manipulation of the calendars has taken the mind off its orginal path
to ONENESS. Nature and the "spirit of the land" has the answer, it holds the memory of
TIME and will reactivate your memory to be in tune with the original intentions of the
beginning, the primordial beginning of the Source Creators Dream of ONENESS, this is
what we are on earth attempting to achieve and live "complete" by, so we can go
forwards with this understanding and create Heaven on Earth.
It can be understood that the San Bushmen and other First Nations people's will lead
the way, they have done the work, in ceremony, for the longest. The compounding effect

of their LIGHTWORK, to create a balance with nature, is something to be admired and
be grateful for. The song and dance holds an organic vibration of the highest LIGHT &
LOVE. It gives courage and strength to the SOUL, to awaken the truth. This is my
experience in the dance 2012 - https://www.rockartgallery.com/the-san-trance-dance/
The shift, according to the TRUE Mayan calendar, was all to do with the "Completion" of
the TIME cycles that, together with the 260 day Tzolkin which i learned first hand from
the Maya elders on my visit in 2010 - https://theuniversalfrequency.com/mayanpilgrimage/, the ancient 360 day Tun based prophetic calendar of the Maya lands
mapped, in a 2500 year old sacred Codex inscribed on a Stele we see the very accurate
dates that align the 9 Level calendar and its end date to Oct 28, 2011, which is not the
end according to how the mind looks at things, it is merely a date when Creations
growth reached a state of full Cosmic maturity, and from this date of 28 Oct 2011(13Ahau/Light), life will continue but in truth to the WILL of what the beginning intended,
what the beginning Dreamed, which our mind struggles to understand unless it lives
centered in the frequency of the heart. Internalizing and understanding this information
I have found to activate the Cosmic multidimensional memory of my Mind, this is a
broad statement but it's about waking up to the expansiveness of TIME, and the reality
of Creations 9 Waves of growth, that can be seen to be true, this is what the 9 Level
Pyramid is telling us, that all of consciousness is arriving at a convergent point, where
all that separates will dissolve away. All the chaos is the resistance to that which is not
living in surrender the truth of nature, but it is ok to not surrender, and stand up and be
resistant to what is unethical, especially in terms of nature, because by being in
resistance it is serving to change and transcend what it sees as wrong. According to the
Mayan Code of the 9 Level Pyramid of Creation, the wave movements of the growth of
the 9 Underworlds of Cosmic Time ended their growth to a state of FULL MATURITY &
"COMPLETENESS", to 13-Ahau/Light, on 28 October 2011. Time is thus living, from
these moments in 2011/12, in full Cosmic maturity to the origin or beginning of the
Creation of ITSELF, and because our world is in a state of chaos, the mind for the most
part is not living centered in the frequency of the heart and it is behind where Creation
is, we are caught in an illusionary lag of time unless we do the work on SELF. What 2012
symbolizes is the Mind letting go duality and merging with the vibration of the Heart,
which is naturally aligned to the maturity of Cosmic Time. Your vulnerability is your
strength. When following the NINTH WAVE, from where the COMPLETION of Cosmic
Time emanates on Earth to transcend and continue life to live in truth to all in the
mirror, you spin & spiral your Soul out of the minds destructive dualistic patterns and
into being centered in the sacred LOVE FREQUENCY of the HEART. So the NINTH WAVE
frequency is One with the frequency of the Heart, which is One with the frequency of
nature.
The "Understanding" of the COSMIC Code of the 9 Level Sacred Mayan calendar aligns
YOU to the Evolution of Creation's TREE OF LIFE. By this you can be enlightened to
understand life on the highest platform. that it is like using a KEY to unlock the mind to
the magic and expansiveness of life, with this knowledge the mind is activated with
Primordial MEMORY & you are given the courage to let go uncertainty and insecurity
and you let go to all you have brought your Soul down by. In this process one has to be
gentle & flexible, one has to understand that we who are of a western mind were not
born into this ancient COSMIC calendar, that the reality of is very profound to
contemplate, what this Code of the calendar does is it maps how Time exists according

to a schedule, and this calendar is so powerful that it has even predicted that the world
will reach the place it has arrived at now, the code shows that TIME has accelerated to
bring all its Creation to the center, to a meeting point, at the top of the pyramid, where
all separation will need to dissolve if we are to go forward into the future. To live in a
NEW EARTH of harmony and balance we will have to surrender the immature imprints
of DUALITY and learn to live as ONE HUMANITY of the highest vibrational truth.
This Divine CODE of the Mayan calendar is reflected in the Nine Waves of Creation & it
originates from the Ancient PYRAMIDAL calendar understandings of Central America.
It can be understood that the SPIRIT OF THE LANDS in this region of Earth held the
initial connection to the Sacred Code of the Nine Waves of Creation and that this code,
via the Cosmic Beings of the Creator, channeled ITSELF through the Maya & Aztec
People's, and it did this by the Will of the Creator. So in light of the understandings of
the Code, if we hold inner flaws we struggle as we ascend through the meeting point of
Time, the birth canal. The convergence point, which actually we are now since 1999
going through, and the Code of the 9 Levels, seen as Waves of Time, gives an
understanding of this. So 2011 was the actual top of the TIME Pyramid, but as we
arrived here time shifted to bring our human light closer together. When the forces of
Time stepped up to the 8th Level in 1999 and started to accelerate CREATION 20 X
faster a certain consciousness entered the MIND, holding among other things the return
of the Feminine.
This is a grahic of the Time Cycle from 1999 to 2011, showing a large Tzolkin of 260x18
days - https://theuniversalfrequency.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/8th-Galactic9th-Universal-waves-to-completion-.pdf .... and this is the continuing large Tzolkin from
2011 to 2024 and this shows the 9th and 8th Wave continuation
- https://theuniversalfrequency.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/8th___9th_Levels_continuation.jpg. If you look into this you
will notice that we are in 2019/20 in the 9th 360 day cycle of the 11th Night of the 8th
Wave and we are in Nov 2019 in the 164th 18 day cycle, which is the 89th Day of the 8th
Wave.
Then the 9th Level was stepped up to, on 9 March 2011, and TIME sped up 20 X faster
again, and by the TIME the full convergence of the Creative Forces happened on 28 Oct
2011(See this graphic, and you can dowload the pyramid
- https://theuniversalfrequency.com/mayan-calendar/the-structure/, graphic was
created before the 9th Level began), a meeting point in time was reached, when all Nine
Levels converged to the top of the 9 Level Mayan calendar Pyramid of UNIVERSAL
CREATION, the acceleration of time transcended the speed Creation grew ITSELF by in
the physical dimension, time reached LIGHT SPEED, the speed we think was overtaken
by the CREATOR of Great Mysteries NINE Cosmic Forces called Bolon Yukte Kuh, who
descended upon Earth to bring the highest level of Cosmic Maturity to SEED itself in our
MIND, and it is this growth that is transmuting all of Creations immaturity, this is what
is causing great pain to the human condition, because for the first time ever, in history,
we have to totally let go and surrender control, and allow Creation to change our world
for the better. So it is evident that even thou the ancient written inscription, Stele 1 from
Coba Mexico says that the 9 levels of the Mayan calendar completed on the 28th October
2011, with all levels reaching 13-Ahau (celebration of completion), that something
continues to drive the further evolution of consciousness after 2012. In the original

Mayan Creation story it says that 9 Cosmic forces will fully descend upon earth, this
article of Dr. Calleman talks about this, “Dawn of Unity Consciousness”, written on 18th
January
2011. http://www.calleman.com/content/articles/dawn_of_the_unity_wave.htm
We have to look "within" and trust the process, we have so much to wake up to and
contemplate the consequence of. It is all a miracle and now that we understand enough,
work has to be done to bring our mind to live centered in the heart and change to be in
right relation to nature. This is our true purpose, it's a case of adapt or die.
Link to audio recording - https://youtu.be/YNZZQNyXkr4 (The Code of the Mayan Time
Pyramid, 2012 to Nov 2019 and beyond by Sean Caulfield)
Please share this information if you feel to. Thank you.
From the Heart
Sean Caulfield
www.theuniversalfrequency.com
https://web.facebook.com/theuniversalfrequency/

This link shows why the first 18 days of the Ninth Wave aligns to 18 days of 1Star - https://theuniversalfrequency.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/8th-Galactic9th-Universal-waves-to-completion-.pdf

